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Summary. - We show that the correct perturbation theory for mixed
fermion states leads to nonvanishing contributions of the dimension-four ver-
tex operators for flavour-changing transitions. Their contributions to the
amplitude are of the same order of magnitude as the dimension-five vertex
operators. Considerations are valid irrespective of the electroweak model.
PACS 11.10.Gh Renormalization
12.15.Ff Quark and lepton masses and mixing
13.40 Hq Electromagnetic decays
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It seems that current measurements in astro- and particle physics (solar
and atmospheric neutrinos, COBE data, LSND data, observed ionization
of the Universe, etc.) strongly suggest that neutrinos should be massive
particles. In this paper we show that the correct treatment of the flavour
mixing of massive leptons in perturbation theory results in new terms in the
decay amplitude due to the dimension-four operators.
Contributions to flavour-changing radiative decays of leptons in the per-
turbative calculations of the majority of electroweak models appear through
quantum loops owing to the existence of flavour-changing charged weak cur-
rents. We can write the general form of the f1 → f2 + γ amplitude (vertex)
with the following Lorentz structures [1]:
Mµ(f1(p1)→ f2(p2) + γ(q)) = −ıu¯(p2)Γµ;f1f2u(p1)
= −ıu¯(p2)[γµ(FL1 (q2)PL + FR1 (q2)PR) + ıσµνqν(FL2 (q2)PL + FR2 (q2)PR)
+qµ(F
L
3 (q
2)PL + F
R
3 (q
2)PR)]u(p1),(1)
where : PL,R ≡ 1
2
(1∓ γ5) .
Previous calculations [1] of the decay amplitude were focused on the FL,R2
form factors because the FL,R3 form factors gave zero contribution to f1 →
f2 + γ. However, the F
L,R
1 form factors were claimed to give contributions
that should vanish because of the conservation of the electromagnetic current.
We show that the latter claim is incorrect and that the FL,R1 form factors
give contributions to the amplitude comparable with that of the FL,R2 [1].
The most natural choice for the renormalization scheme in electroweak
theory is the on-shell renormalization scheme [2]. In this scheme, we repeat
the most important ingredients concerning mixed fermion states. The on-
shell renormalization conditions for mixed fermions (propagators) are
Srenij [pole] =
δij
mi− 6 p,(2)
where : Sij ≡ Fourier Transform ı〈0|Tψi(x)ψ¯j(y)|0〉.
These renormalization conditions ensure a correct input for fermion masses
and a correct form of renormalized propagators. These conditions can be
written in a more transparent form by introducing on-shell spinors [2]:
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Krenij u(mj) = 0,
u¯(mi)K
ren
ij = 0,
{ 1
mi− 6 pK
ren
ii }u(mi) = u(mi),(3)
u¯(mi){Krenii
1
mi− 6 p} = u¯(mi),
definition : Krenij (p) ≡ {Sren(p)}−1ij , i, j = flavour indices.
For Majorana fields, one obtains the same formulae for on-shell renormal-
ization conditions, but with a different number of conditions in comparison
with Dirac fermions [2].
Furthermore, any correctly quantized electroweak theory preserves the
BRST symmetry [2]. Thus, the generalized Ward-Takahashi identity for the
flavour-changing lepton-photon vertex can be written as
qµΓrenµ;ij(p+ q, p|q) = −eΣrenij (p) + eΣrenij (p+ q).(4)
From the general Lorentz structure of the lepton-photon amplitude one
can see that only the FL,R1 form factors are related to flavour off-diagonal self-
energies through Ward-Takahashi identities[2, 3]. These identities are valid
for renormalized Green functions, and the on-shell renormalization conditions
(3) should be used to uniquely fix finite terms of self-energies:
Σrenij (p)u(p,mj) = 0,
u¯(p,mi)Σ
ren
ij (p) = 0.(5)
It is now evident that the electromagnetic current remains conserved be-
cause of the on-shell conditions:
qµu¯(p,mi)Γ
ren
µ;ij(p+ q, p|q)u(p+ q,mj) = 0.
In addition, we can evaluate the FL,R1 (q
2) form factors from the on-shell
conditions at q2 = 0. Let us write the most general form of the renormalized
self-energy (flavour indices suppressed):
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Σren(p) ≡ (σ1(p2) + δZ1) 6 pPL + (σ2(p2) + δZ2) 6 pPR
+(σ3(p
2) + δZ3)PL + (σ4(p
2) + δZ4)PR.(6)
Inserting the above into the Ward-Takahashi identity and setting pµ =
0 and q2 = 0, we obtain the following expressions for the form factors:
FL1 (0)f1 6=f2 = e(σ1(0) + δZ1),
FR1 (0)f1 6=f2 = e(σ2(0) + δZ2).(7)
The four renormalization constants are defined by the on-shell renormal-
ization conditions (5) (fi fermion has a mass mi):
δZ1 =
1
m21 −m22
[−m21σ1(m21) +m22σ1(m22) +m1m2(σ2(m21)− σ2(m22))
−m2(σ3(m21)− σ3(m22)) +m1(σ4(m21)− σ4(m22))],
δZ2 =
1
m21 −m22
[m1m2(σ1(m
2
1)− σ1(m22))−m21σ2(m21) +m22σ2(m22)
+m1(σ3(m
2
1)− σ3(m22))−m2(σ4(m21)− σ4(m22))],(8)
δZ3 =
1
m21 −m22
[m2m
2
1(σ1(m
2
1)− σ1(m22))−m1m22(σ2(m21)− σ2(m22))
+m22σ3(m
2
1)−m21σ3(m22)−m1m2(σ4(m21)− σ4(m22))],
δZ4 =
1
m21 −m22
[−m1m22(σ1(m21)− σ1(m22)) +m2m21(σ2(m21)− σ2(m22))
−m1m2(σ3(m21)− σ3(m22)) +m22σ4(m21)−m21σ4(m22)].
For definiteness, let us write the interaction Lagrangian with flavour-
changing lepton charged currents with Dirac neutrinos, in a form that is
valid irrespective of the symmetry- breaking mechanism :
LI = g√
2
∑
ij
W µν¯iUijγµPLlj +
g√
2MW
∑
ij
φ+ν¯i[mljUijPR −mνiUijPL]lj + h.c.,
ν = neutrino; l = charged lepton; φ+ = Nambu −Goldstone scalar.
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Then we have to find renormalized neutrino self-energies with the above
interaction Lagrangian and the renormalization conditions (5).
In the ’t Hooft-Feynman gauge, one can easily verify that
σ1;2;3;4(p
2) = −ı g
2
32π2
∑
l
UilU
∗
ml × {(2 +
m2l
M2W
)B1(p
2;m2l ,M
2
W );
mνimνm
M2W
B1(p
2;m2l ,M
2
W );
m2l
M2W
mνiB0(p
2;m2l ,M
2
W );
m2l
M2W
mνmB0(p
2;m2l ,M
2
W )},
{m, i, l} are flavours of {ν1, ν2, charged lepton l}.
The scalar functions B0(p
2) and B1(p
2)[3] have to be evaluated for p2 ≪
(M1 −M2)2, so it would be useful to make an expansion in the vicinity of
p2 = 0:
ı
16π2
{1; pµ}B0;1(p2;M1,M2) =
∫
d4k
(2π)4
{1; kµ}
(k2 −M21 + ıǫ)((k + p)2 −M22 + ıǫ)
,
B0(p
2;M1,M2) = θ(M1,M2) + b2p
2 + b4p
4 +O(p6),
B1(p
2;M1,M2) = η(M1,M2) +
1
2
(b4
M22 −M21
2
− b2)p2 +O(p4),
b2 =
1
2
M21 +M
2
2
(M21 −M22 )2
+
2M21M
2
2
(M21 −M22 )3
ln
M2
M1
,
b4 =
M41 + 10M
2
1M
2
2 +M
4
2
6(M21 −M22 )4
− 2M
2
1M
2
2 (M
2
1 +M
2
2 )
(M21 −M22 )5
ln
M2
M1
,
θ, η functions contain ultraviolet infinity.
From the above we can evaluate the leading terms of the FL,R1 (0)f1 6=f2
form factors (m2 ≪ m1 and ml ≪ MW )
FL1 (0)i 6=m ≃ −ı
eGF
4
√
2π2
m21
∑
l
UilU
∗
ml(
9
8
m2l
M2W
− 3 m
2
l
M2W
ln
MW
ml
),
FR1 (0)i 6=m ≃ −ı
eGF
4
√
2π2
m1m2
∑
l
UilU
∗
ml(−
5
8
m2l
M2W
+ 3
m2l
M2W
ln
MW
ml
),(9)
and at the same time (see Eq.(10.27) in the book of Ref.[1])
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FL2 (0)i 6=m ≃ −ı
eGF
4
√
2π2
m2
∑
l
UilU
∗
ml(
3
4
m2l
M2W
),
FR2 (0)i 6=m ≃ −ı
eGF
4
√
2π2
m1
∑
l
UilU
∗
ml(
3
4
m2l
M2W
).(10)
It is straightforward to evaluate the rate:
Γ(f1(m1)→ f2(m2) + γ) = m
2
1 −m22
4πm21
[2p2(p+
√
p2 +m22)(|F V2 |2 + |FA2 |2)
+|F V1 |2(
√
p2 +m22 −m2) + |FA1 |2(
√
p2 +m22 +m2)−m2p(F V1 F V ∗2 + F V ∗1 F V2
−FA1 FA∗2 − FA∗1 FA2 ) + p(p+
√
p2 +m22)(F
V
1 F
V ∗
2 + F
V ∗
1 F
V
2 + F
A
1 F
A∗
2 + F
A∗
1 F
A
2 )],
where p =
m21 −m22
2m1
, F
V,A
i =
FRi ± FLi
2
.
Thus, the contributions from the FL,R1 (ν1 6= ν2) and FL,R2 (ν1 6= ν2) form
factors to the rate of ν1 → ν2 + γ (or µ → e + γ) are of the same or-
der of magnitude [1](however the neutrino flavour diagonal charges vanish
F
L,R
1 (0)νi = 0).
To conclude, one can say that if perturbation theory is correctly applied
to mixed fermion states, one has to calculate all FL,R1,2 (f1 6= f2) form factors
to evaluate decay amplitudes in any electroweak model with lepton mixing.
In our calculation we respect Lorentz, gauge and BRST symmetries, as well
as the renormalization conditions for mixed fermion states. A correct eval-
uation of the neutrino lifetime for certain electroweak models could be of
great importance in the theoretical cosmology and astrophysics [1, 4], with
Sciama’s decaying neutrino hypothesis as an example [5].
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